The process of technological progress and diffusion has played an important—if sometimes inadvertent—role in exacerbating security tensions in the global commons.
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For most of history, the domains of the global commons were unclaimed, largely because the technology to access and utilize them did not exist. In areas such as the high seas and outer space, it was impossible for states to establish and maintain sovereign control. Even as the relevant technologies developed, costliness and controls kept them initially concentrated largely in the hands of just a few major powers such as the United States and the Soviet Union. For the United States, “command of the commons” became the military foundation of its hegemony, granting it the ability to access much of the planet and to credibly threaten to deny the use of such spaces to others. Bipolar competition between the United States and the Soviet Union strongly influenced developments in the maritime and outer space domains. In the case of cyberspace, a more recent addition to the traditional global commons, the United States was also initially dominant due to its role in pioneering associated technologies. However, over time and particularly since the end of the Cold War, continuing technological innovation and diffusion have made these domains accessible to a growing number of countries.

This technological progress was born of both cooperation and competition between states. While some states chose to develop certain technologies indigenously, many acquired knowledge and equipment from abroad. Globalization of industry has made it easier for states to obtain a variety of foreign technologies, even lowering the threshold for them to procure disruptive military capabilities. In addition, over the last two decades, American primacy has been increasingly challenged by the rise of China, which has impacted the dynamics of technological development and diffusion across multiple domains. As China has acquired the technology to become more active in the commons, it has prompted major regional powers, such as Japan and India, to accelerate their own technological advancement, and other mid-sized and smaller countries have also become increasingly engaged.

The consequence of this multiplication of technologically sophisticated actors has been the erosion of American primacy in the global commons. Although the United States still remains the most dominant player, it is faced with a more densely populated field, and management of these spaces has become more difficult. This article examines this trend in the high seas, outer space, and cyberspace since the end of the Cold War, with attention to the ways in which the rise of China and the relative decline of the United States have catalyzed greater engagement with the commons, particularly among the countries in Asia that find themselves most affected by this power transition. I argue that advances in and diffusion of technology have transformed the global commons into increasingly crowded domains characterized by interstate competition and heightened tensions. Whether these tensions prevail depends on the creation and strengthening of regimes to manage interactions and promote shared rules and norms.

THE HIGH SEAS

On the high seas, American preeminence has been challenged by an increasing number of countries that are pursuing the technology to equip maritime forces capable of sustained operation across the deep waters of the ocean. Much attention has focused on the technological advances made by China as a rising power seeking to modernize its naval forces. Since the 1990s, China’s navy has rapidly expanded to more than 300 ships, and it has also heavily invested in submarines, with roughly 80 in total today. It put to sea its second aircraft carrier, the first domestically-built, in April 2018. In addition, reports indicate that the Chinese navy is currently working toward “technological breakthroughs in nuclear-powered aircraft carriers, new nuclear-powered submarines, quieter conventionally powered submarines, underwater artificial intelligence-based combat systems and integrated networked communications systems… in line with the service’s aim of becoming a networked, blue water navy by 2025.” Although China still lacks the ability to project naval power on a global scale, it has strategically focused its efforts on developing the
ability to challenge the United States in key places such as the Taiwan Strait and the South China Sea. Its efforts include pursuing anti-access capabilities such as radar, satellites, and missiles intended to neutralize some of the advantage possessed by powerful American aircraft carrier strike groups. For example, high-speed ballistic missiles like the DF-26, known as “carrier killers,” are designed to strike moving ships as far away as Guam, and the YJ-12B anti-ship cruise missile that China has deployed in the South China Sea can reach the waters between Vietnam and the Philippines.

Other countries in the region have made similar upgrades to their naval technology, prompted by increased Chinese activity as well as by their own domestic concerns, and as a result, it is increasingly the case that major regional players in Asia have the ability to dominate their immediate neighborhoods. Large-deck vessels and submarines have proliferated across the region. For example, the Indian navy is undergoing modernization, with plans to become a 212-warship force by 2027 to guard India’s geo-strategic interests, though funding has been a challenge. Despite the fact that Japanese spending on its Maritime Self-Defense Force is limited by its constitution and associated policy constraints, Japan has expanded its submarine fleet and indigenously developed maritime patrol aircraft to replace its aging stock. Plans are underway to convert Japan’s two largest warships, the Izumo and the Kaga, into aircraft carriers. South Korea has also been modernizing its navy and in October 2018 announced plans to create a blue-water fleet consisting of three squadrons and advanced Aegis destroyers. South Korea also launched the first of a planned fleet of nine indigenously designed KSS-III diesel-electric attack submarines in September 2018.

In Southeast Asia, Vietnam, the Philippines, and Malaysia have modernized and upgraded their maritime capabilities in response to increased Chinese presence in the disputed waters of the South China Sea. As China has engaged in land reclamation activities to build up small features in the area and erected infrastructure such as naval docks, landing strips, and radar and communications systems atop them, other claimant nations have come to feel that they too need increased naval capabilities to cope with Chinese assertiveness. Some of these efforts have been supported by Japan, which has donated used vessels and provided training to Southeast Asian countries as part of its defense capacity building program. Other Southeast Asian countries are also active in the maritime domain. Singapore has steadily invested in defense procurement due to its persistent sense of vulnerability, with recent acquisitions including new submarines featuring more firepower and combat options. Indonesia has also begun modernizing its naval forces in an effort to keep up with Singapore and Malaysia. As a consequence of technological development and diffusion, the amount of interaction and tension on the high seas has intensified. The maritime order is increasingly a multipolar one, with many...
players powerful enough to pursue their own interests, at least in their own neighborhoods. While this may be most evident in the South China Sea, it is also playing out in oceans as far-flung as the Arctic, where increased Chinese and Russian activity have also elicited more engagement from Japan and other countries.

OUTER SPACE

Far above the oceans, a similar pattern of technological progress and diffusion has emerged on another plane of the global commons: outer space. Although the United Nations took the position that outer space was to be used only for peaceful purposes and not subject to territorial claims by individual states, the domain was strongly shaped by the space race between the United States and the Soviet Union that began with the launch of Sputnik I in October 1957. For decades, the United States and the USSR were the dominant players in outer space until the end of the Cold War ceded the advantage to the United States. Over time, American predominance in this domain has gradually begun to erode due to internal budget pressures and growing competition from other states. Outer space offers states many opportunities to gain international prestige, to engage in cutting-edge research, and to launch satellites to facilitate military and civilian communications. Despite the high costs of developing space capabilities, late-developing countries have benefited from the ability to leapfrog developmentally by purchasing foreign space technology, avoiding the expensive mistakes inherent in trying to develop these complex technologies indigenously.

As a result of this technological diffusion, a greater number of countries have become active in outer space, and as in the maritime domain, many of the academic and policy conversations have focused on the rise of China. China formally launched its manned space program in 1992, and it became the third country in history to launch a human into space in 2003. In 2007, it successfully conducted a direct anti-satellite (ASAT) weapon exercise, prompting concern that it might direct this new ability toward the satellites of other nations. China has explicitly linked its space program to its national security, and its activities have continued to expand. It plans to build a space station to support its long-term goals for space exploration and announced the first opportunity for all United Nations countries to apply to be involved in science missions in 2018, with the first module planned to launch in 2020. In January 2019, China became the first country to land a probe on the far side of the moon, a move that some link to plans for future exploitation of space resources.

Chinese actions have prompted renewed competition, as other countries have sought both the technological capacity and the policy tools to become more active in outer space. While Japan had long possessed relatively sophisticated space capabilities, the Chinese ASAT test and North Korean ballistic missile tests provoked it in 2008 to revise the domestic laws that had restricted its space program to peaceful purposes. This enabled Japan to procure a host of advanced military space capabilities to match or even exceed those of China, including dual-use assets in launch systems, communications and intelligence satellites, and counterspace capabilities. Similarly, India has pursued a civil space program for decades, but technological advances by China and others have led it to expand its activities, to fund high-prestige exploratory missions, and to begin conducting military space activities. South Korea has rapidly developed its space capabilities since the early 1990s, focusing initially on satellite development, and more recently, on space launch vehicles. Other countries such as Australia, Indonesia, Malaysia, North Korea, Pakistan, the Philippines, Singapore, Taiwan, Thailand, and Vietnam are also beginning to play a significant regional or international role in space. In addition, the United States has framed some of its recent activities in outer space as a response to challenges from China and Russia, with President Trump’s 2018 proposal for the creation of a new Space Force as a sixth branch of the armed forces prompting Chinese criticism that the United States itself is promoting the weaponization of space.

CYBERSPACE

The role of technology is perhaps even more obvious in cyberspace, a relatively new addition to discussions of the global commons. Unlike outer space or the high seas, cyberspace is a virtual domain entirely constituted by technology; however, it is also more tangible than the other domains in some ways, since specific parts of its physical networks and infrastructure are actually owned by states and private actors. Advocates of including cyberspace as a new domain of the global commons point to the ways in which cyberspace is vast and difficult to control, as well as to the utility gained from its free and open use. Others claim that cyberspace is more akin to
territorial seas to which access can be denied and argue that unfettered global access is no longer possible nor desirable. While this definitional debate remains unresolved, there is growing consensus that the maritime, air, outer space, and cyberspace domains are fundamentally strategically interconnected. Developments in cyberspace are not divorced from consequences in the physical world; cyber capabilities are often seen as complementary to military advances, for example, and attacks in the cyber realm can be used to destroy and disable physical infrastructure.

Research funded by the American government led to the creation of the Internet in the 1980s, and the United States was clearly the dominant player in the early days of cyberspace. However, in this domain as well, advances in and diffusion of technology have transformed cyberspace into a fundamentally more competitive virtual arena. In addition to boasting one of the world’s fastest growing Internet economies, China is also home to one of its most active cyber operations programs. In the military realm, China has made a concerted effort to develop cyberspace capabilities to close the gap with the United States as part of its anti-access area denial strategy, for example. American policymakers have voiced concerns about these developments and attempted to fortify themselves against potential attacks, though analysts point out that China itself also has a number of vulnerabilities. Many also criticize China for its undemocratic policies in cyberspace, including censorship and surveillance of its citizens, as well as for increasing reports of Chinese economic espionage and intelligence gathering over the Internet. As highlighted by the events surrounding the 2016 American presidential election, Russia has also developed a highly advanced offensive cyber program that American intelligence chiefs have said “poses a major threat to U.S. government, military, diplomatic, commercial, and critical infrastructure and key resource networks.”

In cyberspace, technology can be a force multiplier that replicates the existing hierarchy of power, but it can also have a leveling effect, mitigating some of the advantages traditionally possessed by major powers and allowing smaller states and even non-state actors with limited resources to go on the offensive. For example, fairly modest technological advances have enabled North Korea to become a major threat in the cyber realm. North Korea’s cyber operations are deliberate top-down efforts to target states that rely heavily on cyberspace for national and military activity, like the United States and South Korea. North Korea is able to engage in these targeted attacks at a relatively low cost and low risk to itself in comparison to what it might face in engaging in other forms of conflict. Non-state actors have also emerged as threats in cyberspace, sometimes independently and sometimes working in tandem with governments, as in the case of China’s cyber militias and...
In recognition of these growing threats from both state and non-state actors, many other countries have moved to acquire the technology to develop their own cybersecurity programs. Largely in response to China, Japan has moved to develop its own domestic policy infrastructure and capabilities for defensive cybersecurity and to incorporate cyberspace into the scope of the United States-Japan alliance. Focused primarily on North Korea, South Korea has also developed its cybersecurity policy infrastructure and strengthened its security protocols following several high-profile hacking incidents, including attacks on government agencies and on Korea Hydro and Nuclear Power in 2014. The countries of Southeast Asia have been slower to respond to the threats and opportunities of cyberspace due to the wide variation in their technological and institutional capabilities, but there has been some recent progress. As the sub-region’s most technologically advanced country, Singapore has driven much of the cybersecurity agenda of the Association of Southeast Asian Nations. Other Southeast Asian countries have engaged in specific national cybersecurity activities, such as Malaysia, which has held annual public-private exercises to enhance its ability to protect critical infrastructure from cyber attacks. As in the case of the high seas and outer space, as more states and private actors have gained the technological capability to become active in cyberspace, it has become more difficult to ensure the safety and stability of this domain.

**IMPLICATIONS FOR POLICY**

This examination of these three domains of the global commons—the high seas, outer space, and cyberspace—illustrates how first technological innovation and then subsequent technological diffusion have made accessible places and spaces that were previously largely inaccessible. In the early days of these domains, though no single country claimed sovereignty over them, they were dominated by the United States and, in the case of the high seas and outer space, by the Soviet Union as well. However, with the end of the Cold War and the rise of China, these domains appear to be becoming increasingly multipolar. In some ways, this pluralization of the global commons through technology is positive in that more countries than ever have the ability to utilize them and their resources. However, as the countries that are active in these domains become more numerous, their interactions are also creating competitive dynamics that impact the security environment, particularly because the technological capacity of states to engage in the commons has developed more quickly than the regimes for their effective governance.

Although technology alone did not create these frictions between countries, many of which are rooted in long histories of complex interactions, the process of technological progress and diffusion has played an
important—if sometimes inadvertent—role in exacerbating security tensions in the global commons.\textsuperscript{20} To some extent, just the fact that a newcomer is acquiring the technology to become active in a domain may make other states feel threatened. The global commons are resource domains to which all nations have legal access, but they contain different kinds of resources that are subject to varying levels of excludability and subtractability.\textsuperscript{30} Though it is often difficult to exclude others from using resources, each additional appropriator may reduce the amount of resources left for others, leading states to feel compelled to compete.

In addition, the specific nature of technological developments in the global commons has a tendency to exacerbate security dilemma dynamics in these domains. A key part of the security dilemma is that states are not explicitly trying to change the status quo; rather, their defensive intentions in developing or acquiring new technologies are difficult to credibly signal in an anarchic environment of uncertainty and mistrust, which results in misinterpretation by others.\textsuperscript{31} Many of the technologies that have enabled states to become more engaged in the global commons are difficult to distinguish in terms of a state’s offensive and defensive capabilities, further triggering this security dilemma logic. For example, due to the dual-use nature of space technologies, there is often inherent ambiguity to advances; civil and military uses cannot be truly separated. Therefore, the increasing technological sophistication of one state is perceived to decrease the security of other states, which in turn feel that they need to respond with similar technological countermeasures to defend themselves.\textsuperscript{32} Moreover, while situations where defensive technologies have the advantage can be stabilizing, many countries feel that offensive forces may have the advantage in these domains, which further drives the acquisition of technologies that worsen the security dilemma.\textsuperscript{33} Although the states discussed here are not engaged in the kind of full-scale arms race that can result from this action-reaction sequence, a clear trend toward competitive behavior has emerged. In terms of military competition in the areas of the commons addressed in this article, these dynamics are most pronounced in the maritime domain at present.

A pressing challenge for the future is that all of these domains are in need of stronger regimes that could help ameliorate the security dilemma and ensure the good governance of the commons for the benefit the international community as a whole. The lack of a governing authority over the global commons and the misleading notion of their limitlessness make them particularly vulnerable to the current shifts in the international system.\textsuperscript{34} Although the rules and norms of the high seas are the most developed of the domains discussed here, they have been increasingly challenged by the activities of states such as China, as seen with recent discussions surrounding the UN Convention on the Law of the Sea in the context of the South China Sea territorial disputes. The outer space regime grounded in the 1967 Outer Space Treaty needs a great deal more development to protect countries not only from anti-satellite and kinetic weapons but also from the growing problem of orbital debris, which threatens all space capabilities.\textsuperscript{35} Cyberspace is by far the least governed of these three domains, with its own regime still at an embryonic stage. In each of these domains, the development of technologies enabling states to access the commons has outpaced the development of the tools for their governance. Stronger regimes are necessary if only to promote transparency and information sharing, which existing scholarship suggests may help to reassure states, build trust, and reduce the risks of the security dilemma.

As a result of the increasing pluralization of power in the global commons, the United States increasingly depends on the newcomers to these domains to help promote their good governance. As these new players integrate into the existing system, they may come to see benefits from maintaining the stability and accessibility of the global commons, just as the United States did. However, it is likely that promoting shared perspectives regarding the global commons will require concerted effort and persuasion by those states most invested in such regimes. Cooperation between like-minded partners in the maritime, outer space, and cyberspace domains will be essential to protecting their peaceful use and ensuring that they remain open for the benefit of all.
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